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worried regretful amazed

grateful confused

.

to water the plant

to keep the plant out of the sun

to clean the leaves

to sing to the plant

to play music for the plant

to analyze to inform to complain

to examine to criticize

$40 $60 $80 $100 $120

receptionist ― guest mechanic ― driver

counselor ― client operator ― telemarketer

salesperson ― customer

drugstore beauty shop

shoe store clothing store

cosmetics shop
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Woman:

No, I think you are thin and quiet.

No, I haven’t played in the school band.

No, there was no one named Maria in our school.

Yes, to my surprise, she hasn’t changed a bit.

Yes, because I got married at the same place last year.

Man:

I really enjoyed the computer class.

I should have studied more for the test.

We can upload pictures more easily now.

The school should really get new computers.

I don’t understand why we need more computers.

Woman:

I completely got rid of my stress.

I don’t have any sleeping problems.

I’ll wake you up tomorrow morning.

I’ve been exercising for a long time.

Maybe, I should start working out, too.

Jane

Jane:

I owe my success to my parents.

I should have continued my studies.

Best Director of the Year? Thank you.

You’ve been a wonderful daughter to me.

My parents passed away when I was ten.

이제 듣기 말하기 문제는 끝났습니다 번부터는 문. 18

제의 지시에 따라 답을 하기 바랍니다.

They

Great voyagers, Polynesians from the Marquesas Islands

migrated to Hawaii over 1,600 years ago. They were

good at navigation. They sailed across 2,400 miles of

open ocean in large canoes, navigating by the sun and

stars. They brought along items essential to their

survival: pigs and chickens; sweet potatoes and coconuts;

and other edible and medicinal plants. They governed

the islands for 800 years. However, their rule ended

when another group of Polynesians from the Society

Islands arrived. They became the new rulers of

Hawaii, claiming to be descendants from the greatest

gods.

This

This has an opening, in which a problem or a conflict

is revealed and background information is supplied. This

has an action plan, in which the lead characters deal with

the problem and try to find a solution. As the characters

try to solve the problem, they run into complications

which only make the problem worse. This has a climax

where the conflict reaches its peak. Finally, in the

resolution, the characters either solve or fail to solve the

problem.

a letter a riddle a play

a proverb a resume

Starting August 1st, 2005, you will closely follow the

activities of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). You

will help and advise in the preparation of international

meetings. You will also write analytical papers about

issues regarding international financial markets. We

expect you to have completed your university studies

with a doctoral degree in economics. Experience in

analytical economic methods and the ability to work

efficiently will also be required. This is an interesting

opportunity to work with a competent and experienced

team.
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21. A choice of works from the mainstream repertory is

unlikely to (A) surprise / surprising people. Realistically,

most performers will have to play this repertory in order to

secure some credibility. However, mainstream repertory is

not necessarily the same as the (B) best / most repertory.

There are several reasons why some works, and not

others, have become popular, and these reasons have as

(C) many / much to do with the historical availability

of music as with its enduring quality.

(A) (B) (C)

surprise - - - - - best - - - - - many

surprise - - - - - best - - - - - much

surprise - - - - - most - - - - - much

surprising - - - - - most - - - - - much

surprising - - - - - most - - - - - many

In a survey published earlier this year, seven out of

ten parents said they would never let their children

(A) play / to play with toy guns. Yet the average seventh

grader spends at least four hours a week playing video

games, and about half of those games have violent

themes. Clearly, parents make a distinction between

violence on a screen and violence (B) acts / acted out

with plastic guns. However, psychologists point to

decades of research and more than a thousand studies

that (C) demonstrating / demonstrate a link between media

violence and real aggression.

(A) (B) (C)

play - - - - - acts - - - - - demonstrating

play - - - - - acts - - - - - demonstrate

play - - - - - acted - - - - - demonstrate

to play - - - - - acts - - - - - demonstrating

to play - - - - - acted - - - - - demonstrate

A poem will live or die depending on how it is read.

There are a few pointers about the oral recitation of

poetry. Read the poem once slowly aloud without

writing or marking anything. Listen closely when the

presenter reads the poem. Don’t stop until you finish

the poem, even if you don’t know the meaning or

pronunciation of a word. When you have finished,

reflect for a moment on any words, images, and

characters that caught your attention. Write down these

items in your notebook, and read the poem again silently.

As a beginning lawyer, I was assigned to assist an

older man, a business attorney. He hated .

When I would bring him what I thought was a finished

piece of work, he would read it quietly and take out his

pen. As I watched over his shoulder, he would cross out

whole lines, turn clauses into phrases, and turn phrases

into single words. One day at lunch, I asked him how he

did it. He shrugged and said, “It’s not hard ― just omit

the surplus words.”

shyness prejudice selfishness

falsehood lengthiness

One of the forces that drive evolution is

among species, in the course of which one species gains

temporary advantage through an evolutionary innovation,

only to be overtaken by a counter-innovation. The

outcome is the development of apparently better ways of

doing things, such as running faster, or being smarter,

while no permanent advantage is secured. In military

terms, this process is known as an ‘arms race’: Weapons

may become more numerous or effective on both sides,

but neither side ultimately benefits.

emotional bonding reproductive ability

mutual cooperation constant competition

psychological distance

26. Experienced animal trainers take a stool with them when

they step into a cage with a lion. Why a stool? It tames

a lion better than anything. When the trainer holds the

stool with the legs extended toward the lion’s face, the

animal tries to focus on all four legs at once, and that

paralyzes him. Divided focus always works against you.

Ernest Hemingway notes, “We cannot travel every path.

Success must be won along one line. We must make our

business the one life purpose to which every other must

be secondary.” Therefore, to be successful, you must

.

stool:

try to make your business as profitable as you can

learn how to tame and raise a wild animal as a pet

travel to many other countries to broaden your mind

choose a specific area and concentrate your efforts on it

experience as many things as possible to learn new things
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(A) (B) (C)

Learning Korean may be difficult for English speakers because

in Korean, unlike in English, (A) considerable / considerate

differences exist in both grammar and vocabulary

depending on the relationship between the two people

(B) evolved / involved . A Korean speaker, for instance,

may have to use different verb forms depending on his or

her relationship to the person whom he or she speaks to.

This indicates that Korean speakers at times use a more

(C) elaborate / simplified system for addressing each other.

(A) (B) (C)

considerable - - - - - involved - - - - - elaborate

considerable - - - - - evolved - - - - - elaborate

considerate - - - - - evolved - - - - - simplified

considerate - - - - - evolved - - - - - elaborate

considerate - - - - - involved - - - - - simplified

(A), (B), (C)

The velocity of a river is reduced when it enters a large

body of water such as a lake. The (A) decrease / increase

in velocity causes particles carried by the river, such as

rocks, pebbles and sand, to settle to the bottom. However,

not all of the particles settle in the same place. The

smaller and lighter particles are (B) delivered / delayed

further from the shore than the larger and heavier

particles. Since the composition of the particles on the

lake bottom changes from left to right, as shown in the

figure above, this (C) destruction / separation of particles

is referred to as horizontal sorting.

velocity:

(A) (B) (C)

decrease - - - - - delivered - - - - - destruction

decrease - - - - - delivered - - - - - separation

decrease - - - - - delayed - - - - - destruction

increase - - - - - delivered - - - - - destruction

increase - - - - - delayed - - - - - separation

(A) (B)

When you touch a pencil with all five fingertips with your

eyes closed, why do you perceive a single pencil image

instead of five unconnected pieces of the pencil? The answer

is that your brain has special circuits that help you build

complete pictures from individual pieces of information.

(A) , these gap-filling circuits lead your brain to

perceive what it expects to see, instead of what it

actually sees. When these expectations accurately reflect

the objective world around you, your perceptions will be

on target. Sometimes, (B) , what your brain

expects to see is far from an accurate representation of

reality.

circuit:

(A) (B)

At last - - - - - therefore

At most - - - - - therefore

In effect - - - - - however

By contrast - - - - - however

In addition - - - - - therefore

I have a small machine shop. For a long time business

was really slow. We once went weeks without any new

orders. It was difficult for us especially since some of

the other shops in our area were really busy. But then

one day we got a small order. Then the following week

we got another. Business started to pick up. We started

to get orders every week. Recently I got an offer to do a

really big job, and I took it without considering how

much work it would be. But I wish I hadn’t accepted it

because now we have too much to do.

No news is good news.

Too many cooks spoil the broth.

A leopard cannot change its spots.

A bad workman argues with his tools.

Don’t bite off more than you can chew.
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Rocks

Pebbles Sand

Lake

Shoreline



It was very disturbing reading your article about how the

farmers plan to handle the wild pig overpopulation on the

Channel Islands. Humans always seem to think that the

best way to deal with any type of animal problem is to

just kill them. Isn’t there another alternative than shooting

these pigs? Humans brought pigs over to these islands

many years ago. Now that they have overpopulated, people

want to murder them. Where were all of the humans when

the pigs started to multiply out of control?

concerned and angry confident and proud

scared and apologetic thoughtful and optimistic

indifferent and objective

Certain discoveries in genetics, in brain surgery, and in

many other areas can be misused causing great damage to

humanity. This is unavoidable as long as industrial and

military organizations are free to make use of new

theoretical discoveries. These organizations must not be

allowed to determine the application of scientific research.

This will require a control board, whose permission would

be necessary for the practical application of any new

theoretical discovery. Needless to say, such a control

board must be legally and psychologically independent of

industry, the government, and the military.

separation of the military from industrial profit

benefits of brain surgery and genetic engineering

current scientific advances in brain surgery and genetics

need for regulating the application of scientific research

role of psychological testing in industry and the military

33. Employers may not accept the idea of telecommuting.

They may feel a loss of control over employees who

work at home. Besides, employers often believe that the

best work gets done when people work with other people.

Face-to-face meetings are not possible with telecommuters.

Meetings on the phone are not the same. The subtle

message of body language gets lost in phone

conversations. It is also not possible to solve problems

that need immediate attention. The biggest problem, in

fact, may be trust. Can an employer trust the employee to

do his or her work without a manager watching?

alternatives to telecommuting

importance of body language

shortcomings of telecommuting

convenience of phone meetings

building trust by telecommuting

Since a basic vocabulary of 2,000 words, the core

vocabulary, plays such an important role in English, some

people have suggested that acquiring it will allow you to

understand 80 or 90 percent of everything that you hear

or read in English. In fact, things are more complicated

than that. What actually happens is that with a

vocabulary of 2,000 words, you can understand

everything you see or hear a lot of the time, but other

times you won’t understand anything at all. It depends on

what kind of situation you are dealing with. The core

vocabulary will allow you to deal with a large number of

ordinary everyday situations, but once you leave these

predictable situations, you will find it hard to get by

with only a restricted vocabulary.

necessity of basic English

reduction of core vocabulary

origins of English vocabulary

limitations of core vocabulary

value of predictable situations

Unlike other academic areas, Medicine showed a consistently

higher employment rate for its college graduates.

nly one academic area displayed an increase in its college

graduates employment rate between 1997 and 1998.

From 1998 to 2000, the college graduates employment

rate continuously increased in all areas except one.

From 2001 to 2002, the employment rate for college

graduates rose in all academic areas.

All academic areas reached their peak in their college

graduates employment rate in 2002.
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Sea Cloud

The Sea Cloud is a legendary ship. Built in 1932 at a

time when the greatest attention was paid to detail and

fine craftsmanship, the Sea Cloud is decorated with

original oil paintings, antique furniture, and rich wood

paneling. The cabins are beautifully decorated, some with

fireplaces, and each with a private marble bathroom.

Breakfast and lunch are buffet style and there is a

sit-down meal served for dinner. A journey aboard the Sea

Cloud, which carries only 64 passengers, is an intimate

experience on one of the most elegant vessels on the sea.

64

wolf spider

Wolf spiders are a group of ground-dwelling hunting

spiders. There are more than 2,000 types of wolf spiders.

Their sizes range from 2 mm to 40 mm. Some wolf spiders

can even walk on the surface of a pond. They use their

front legs to catch their prey, and then they bite and

crush the prey. Some even build a trapdoor which they

hide under, then when their prey comes on the trapdoor,

they jump out at it. When the spider is pregnant, she

attaches the egg sac to herself, then she tears the egg sac

open. The babies crawl onto the mother and stay there

for about one week.

egg sac:

Much of the culture of Alaska’s Natives disappeared with

the great plagues prior to the 1950s. The educational system

also discouraged Native arts and culture. In recent decades,

however, there has been a significant revival of interest in

Native culture. Now there exist new training programs for

the declining Native languages. Even with the many cultural

and economic obstacles, very significant elements of Native

life remain and are getting stronger in Alaska.

39. We have all experienced events that might be

considered extraordinary. Perhaps you were cleaning out a

closet and found a gift from someone you hadn’t spoken

with in years; then an hour later, unexpectedly that person

rings you on the phone. Can such moments be attributed

to mere coincidence? Of course they can, but on closer

examination they can also prove to be glimpses of the

miraculous. Each time we have an experience like this,

we can choose to think nothing of it, or we can recognize

it for the potentially life-changing event it may prove to

be. I have been fascinated by the role that coincidence

plays in guiding and shaping our lives.

It is natural that people will always want to have

holidays. And holiday areas will always want to have

tourists around. Consequently, this has resulted in a rapid

rise in tourism over the last thirty years. More and more

people are taking holidays. Most people are now better off

than in the past and have more money available for

holidays. People also have more leisure time and the

length of their annual holidays has increased. In addition,

places have become more accessible as transportation

improvements have made travel faster, easier, and cheaper.

How to Take a Holiday

How to Travel on Holiday

Why Tourism Is Increasing

Why People Have More Money

How Transportation Has Improved

The great innovation in the development of costume in

Europe after the mid-fourteenth century was the

abandonment of the long flowing costume common to

both sexes. Costume then became short for men and long

for women and buttoned or laced. This development led to

the disappearance from everyday wear of an ancient form

inherited over several thousand years. It also represented a

first step towards modern costume. Around 1350, this

change began to spread throughout Europe.

Transition in Costume Style

Expansion of Long Costume

Uniformity in Costume Style

Importance of Ancient Costume

Abandonment of Short Costume
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When Alexandre-Gustave Eiffel designed his famous

free-standing 986-foot iron tower in Paris in the late

19th century, he did so without modern science or

engineering. Mathematicians, though, have long

suspected that an elegant logic lies behind the

monument’s graceful shape.

(A) Initially frustrated, Weidman’s eureka moment came

when he found a long-overlooked memo written by

Eiffel in 1885.

(B) The document gave Weidman the insights he needed

to work out the mathematical formula that describes

the tower.

(C) That conviction led engineer Patrick Weidman to

search for the mathematical formula behind the

tower’s curve.

(A) - (B) - (C) (B) - (A) - (C)

(B) - (C) - (A) (C) - (A) - (B)

(C) - (B) - (A)

On Saturday evenings my friends and I would go to

the market. We walked through the busy streets packed

with drunken men and bargaining women amid the

dancing and chanting of street-singers. We would laugh

and cheer as magicians performed their tricks. Even at

these moments, my love’s name sprang to my lips in

strange prayers which I myself did not understand. My

eyes were often full of tears. I could not tell why, and I

did not know whether I would ever speak to her or not.

If I spoke to her, how could I tell her about my feelings

of admiration? As night fell, my body was like a harp,

and her words and gestures were like fingers running

upon the wires.

fearful boring

grotesque dynamic

calm humorous

noisy festive

lively romantic

However, being socially responsible does not mean that

a company must abandon its primary economic mission.

Corporate social responsibility means that a corporation

should be held accountable for any of its actions that

affect people. ( ) It implies that negative business

impacts on people and society should be corrected if at all

possible. ( ) It may require a company to give up some

profits if its social impacts are seriously harmful to some

of the corporation’s investors. ( ) This also doesn’t

suggest that socially responsible firms cannot be as

profitable as other less socially responsible firms. ( )

Social responsibility requires companies to balance the

benefits to be gained against the costs of achieving those

benefits. ( )

(A) (B)

Sometimes parents are surprised to realize that

teenagers don’t seem to understand the connection

between hard work and success. Certainly the images of

success as depicted in the media rarely show the years

of struggle and practice that musicians, actors, or

athletes engage in before their instant successes.

Impressionable teens may well see the final product

and imagine that success really can happen overnight.

Often they don’t know the long story of struggle and

persistence behind the success.



Teenagers should be aware of the fact that (A)

is an essential (B) contributing to someone’s

success.

(A) (B)

honesty - - - - - aspect

creativity - - - - - factor

acceptance - - - - - element

endurance - - - - - ingredient

politeness - - - - - characteristic
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Person (A) I am writing about yesterday’s editorial

opposing a new middle school in our small town. I am

really upset that your newspaper opposes this project.

When was the last time this town spent a significant

amount of money on education? If we want our children

to be competitive, then we need to give them the

opportunity to receive a better education. I strongly

believe that 20 billion won is a reasonable price for a

school equipped with modern facilities and updated

computers. In this way, our well-qualified and well-paid

teachers will be able to teach more effectively. As the

parent of a child who will be entering middle school, I

have a strong personal interest in this project. I really

hope that my 12-year-old son will have better

opportunities to receive a quality education.

Person (B) Thank you for your fair and well-written

editorial about the proposed middle school project. At 20

billion won, the cost is way too high for a small town. I

strongly oppose those who think that we need such an

expensive new school. My two children attended the

middle school and I really think that they received an

excellent education. They didn’t have computers for every

classroom, but at least they had dedicated and caring

teachers. If more money were spent on teachers, we

would see improvements in the quality of education. By

offering higher salaries, we can attract more highly

qualified new teachers. We can purchase new supplies

and textbooks and have more money for field trips. In

conclusion, .

offering more field trips

constructing a new school

remodeling the school building

revising the school curriculum

evaluating teacher performance

Person (B)

we will improve only if we spend lots of money on

new school facilities

these suggestions are more practical than spending

money for a new school

it is by spending money on new computers that we can

improve school conditions

our middle school’s athletic programs will have more

money and better chances of winning

I really hope your newspaper will change its opinion

about this matter of the proposed new school

(A)

(A)

(A)

(B)

(B) 200

(A)

I will never forget the feeling I had when Dad said to

his friend, “I’d love to go to the restaurant with you, but

tonight is a special time with my daughter.” I could tell

this man was disappointed, but amazingly to me, he

seemed to understand. Dad and I did everything we had

planned on that trip. I don’t think any young girl ever

loved her father as much as I loved mine that night.

(B)

When I was 11 years old, Dad promised to take me

with him on a business trip to San Francisco. I was so

excited! We were going to be there for two days, and

we planned everything. Dad was going to be busy in

meetings the first day, so I would hang around the

hotel. After his meetings, we planned to have our

favorite Chinese food. Then we’d take a ride on a

tourist bus, and go back to our hotel room for a video

and chocolate ice cream. I was dying with anticipation.

(C)

The day finally arrived. The hours dragged by as I

waited at the hotel. Six o’clock came, but Dad didn’t.

Finally, at 6:30, he arrived with another man, an

influential businessman. I remember how my heart sank

as this man asked if we would like to go to a seafood

restaurant with him. Oh no! I thought. I hate fish and I’ll

just sit there while Dad and his friend talk. I could see

all my hopes and plans I had with my dad being ruined.

(A) (B) (C)

(A) - (B) - (C) (B) - (A) - (C)

(B) - (C) - (A) (C) - (A) - (B)

(C) - (B) - (A)
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